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President’s Corner

 President’s Corner

Preparing the slide show that played during our Club Christmas party, I was astounded at
how active the TCNF was in 2019. Over 150 photos, selected from many, many more, of
club members enjoying their cars, and each other, in a broad variety of events. When your
current Board of Directors began its tenure in January, we wanted to follow VP/Event
Coordinator Terry Sopher’s lead in organizing quality events for club members. We didn’t
know how well these events would be received. Over and over, we commented that “if only
five members show up and enjoy themselves, we will be happy”. Far more than five
members have consistently shown up to our events. Drives, and lectures, and rallies, and
car shows, and cruise ins, and restaurant meet-ups, were all met with enthusiasm. What is
even more amazing to me is that all of this happened during a time when key board
members were experiencing significant personal challenges that took an enormous amount
of time and emotional energy away from club business and activities. Yet, like a dream
management team, we, and the ex officio committee members, all worked seamlessly
together, picking up the slack for each other without having to be asked.

 2019 Christmas
Party
 Fla. Int’l Rally
Motorsports Park
 A Day at the FIRM
 Drive your Triumph
Day
 New Member Story
 Wiring Diagram
anyone?
 Distracted Driving
 Regalia
 Humor

Links
TCNF
Vintage TR Register
Moss Motors
The Roadster Factory
Rimmer Brothers
BCCNF Calendar
Triumph Register

Business News
2020 Membership
Dues
-Renew: $30 (past
due)
-New Member: $35
Send membership forms
and checks to Iris Lipsky
@ 1208 Raleigh Ridge
Drive, Jacksonville 32225.
PayPal coming soon.

In 2019, we made some administrative changes to make it easier for future board members
to step into their positions with few, if any, questions. We’ve tweaked the Bylaws, splitting
one Board position into two – Secretary/Treasurer is now two positions - and making voting
Board positions, Ex Officio positions, to be appointed by the Board, as needed – Webmaster
and Newsletter Editor; the club is now a registered Not-For-Profit Corporation in the State
of Florida, enabling us to move the club funds to an account under its own EIN number,
instead of using a member’s Social Security number; and a new website was created that is
editable by multiple people.
2019 saw three member cars beginning complete restorations – Tom and Linda Carollo’s
1960 TR3A, Terry and Cathy Sopher’s 1964 Spitfire 4 race car, and Alex’s and my 1959 TR3A.
The Sopher’s car, and Alex’s and my car, should all be complete early this year. The Carollo’s
3A is still a few months away from completion. It is exciting to see these legendary vehicles
being put back on the road.
Going forward, for 2020 we will be finalizing an Operations Manual for the club, defining
the responsibilities for each leadership role in the club. We may not always have a board
filled with self-starters, as we do now; this manual will take away the guess work for future
officers, and ex officio members.
All of the above is, pretty much, boring, but it is vital to the future health of the TCNF. As far
as the fun stuff is concerned, there are no worries there. Terry and Cathy Sopher are full of
ideas from their vast experience in Triumph Clubs they’ve been involved in. Our first event
this month, to the Florida International Rally & Motorsport Park was a resounding success,
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New Members
Joe Anacona
Bob Biondo
Chuck and Victoria
Rylee

Upcoming Events
February 2 – TCNF @
Kings Head Pub.
Valentine-themed
Funkhana starts at
11:30am, then lunch!
February 9 – Drive
Your Triumph Day
event. Starts @
11:30am. Stay
tuned to Terry
Sopher’s emails.
March 7 – Amelia
Cars & Coffee. Must
pre-register early.
Link up at Ferry.
Time TBA.
March 15 – TCNF
Technical Session
1pm @ Dr’s Lake
Automotive.
Directions.
April 5 – TCNF 1pm
@ Kings Head Pub.
Ceramic Pro of Jax
Tech Session.
April 11 – Cars and
Coffee @ The
Avenues 8am.
April 21 – Jax Beach
Classic Car Cruise by
the Sea Walk
Pavilion. 5pm
April 25 – Historic
Springfield Main
Street Cruise.
Between 1st and 12th
Streets. 5-8pm

with 17 people making the trip. We have several members, new and old, with decades of
experience in British Car Clubs, and who are willing to share their ideas with us. Exciting
times are in store for 2020.
If you have yet to renew your membership, please do so as soon as possible. Dues for 2020
were due December 31, 2019. If you do not renew by March 31, your name will be dropped
from the club roster, and you will not receive your complimentary subscription to Classic
Motorsports magazine, or the club newsletter. Cheers!

2019 TCNF Christmas Party
TCNF had a great Christmas Party at Culhane’s Irish Pub to close out 2019. Before we cap
2019 and move onto 2020 here’s a recap of the December 8th party! There were 32
enthusiastic members – four braved the night and cooler weather and drove their club cars.
We had a few parking spots out front so we could park the cars together.
Moving inside, after Penny welcomed everyone she thanked all the members for their
volunteerism and participation in club activities throughout the year. Then food was
ordered (and eaten). We had a chance to chat and catch up with fellowship with members,
new and old alike. Next, Terry Sopher presented a brief overview of 2019 activities and
talked about upcoming events for 2020. He still needs a couple of volunteers to help with
the organization of a few events, so please chip in. We then moved onto awards. This year
a point system was implemented whereby members earn points and ultimately year-end
awards for attending meetings, events, wearing club regalia, bringing guests, organizing
activities etc. This taps into our good-natured competitive spirit and keeps us engaged in
club activities.
The following members (see photo below) received awards for 2019:
1st place - Alex and Penny Levy earned over 400 points. Many of his points were earned
helping other members with their cars, including the newsletter editor.
2nd place - Terry and Cathy Sopher earned lots of points organizing events
3rd place - Charles Fenwick earned lots of points helping members too, including the
newsletter editor. Charles thanked the editor for breaking down in his TR3A, it earned
him points!
4th place - Iris and Mark Lipsky. Iris is our new Secretary and both Mark and Iris
participated in lots of events.
While all this was going on we managed to have a rolling slide deck of photos up on the
screens in the banquet room from several TCNF events this year. That was a nice touch!
Another nice touch to this year’s Christmas Party was the toy collection drive for Dreams
Come True of Jacksonville. Click the link to see what the organization is all about if you are
not familiar with them. Penny and Alex delivered the toys the day after the party and DCT of
Jacksonville was most appreciative.
We thank all of our vendors who supplied prizes for this event. Moss Motors, The Roadster
Factory, Hagerty Insurance, O’Reillys, Dr’s Lake Automotive, and Ceramic Pro of Jacksonville.
Also thanks to the Kings Head Pub for their TCNF support again this year. As usual they
hosted our club meeting several times through the year. The KHP staff was kind enough to
glue our new grill badge to the wall in our meeting space inside the pub in a prominent
position near our table, and the loo!
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Items for sale
4 Michelin X 185 15
Redline tires
mounted on TR6
rims, beauty rings &
hubcaps - $800 for
all. Good tread. Call
Bruce Brady at 386
864-1578

At the conclusion of our meeting it was decided by a voice vote that we’ll hold next year’s
Christmas party at Culhanes. They have a great private banquet room with access to
TVs/screens and computer hook ups.
TCNF Party attendees

Pair of 175 CD
Stromberg Carbs off
a running TR6 $100. Call Bruce
above.

Award Winners

January TCNF Meeting – Florida International Rally Motorsports Park (FIRM)
Arguably one of the best outings in recent memory, at least for this Newsletter Editor.
Participants not only got to drive their beloved cars for 4-5 hours on a very crisp Sunday
morning, but they also got 4 laps around a racetrack. The day started at Doctor’s Lake
Automotive in Orange Park. We met there at 10:30 am with donuts provided by the
Lipsky’s. After a brief outline of the day by Terry, we set off around 11:00 am and arrived at
the FIRM at about noon. Yes all arrived, nobody broke down. Once checked in, we got an
overview of the track from our host Bryn Walters, Chief Driving Instructor. Shortly after
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that we set out on the track and took 4 laps of the 1.6 miles circuit. The TCNF club had 11
cars and 17 lucky folks zipping around the track. Our lead car, Brian’s blue Jensen Healey,
had our host as the passenger/navigator directing Brian around the course which allowed
everyone to get an eye for the right line around the track. Each lap seemed to get
progressively faster but speeds were kept in check and no passing was the rule for today.
All cars survived the track run with no major breakdowns or overheating. After that, Bryn
provided a brief overview of the facility. Hunger pains soon kicked in and then we departed
for McHenry’s Irish Pub at about 1:45 pm. After a good lunch and a pint, we headed home.
Enjoy the photos below and many more and a couple of videos by clicking this link. One
video documents the entire 12 minute race (sort of) from one car.

Above – the cars!
Left – the course!
Right – the drivers!

Breaking some sort of Newsletter rule that I’m oblivious to, and I wish to remain that way,
this was such a great outing it warrants two articles. The second article is a fantastic
personal account of the day from Brian Fitzgerald, the ‘lead car’. Enjoy!
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A Day at the FIRM – by Brian Fitzgerald
It was a clear day. It was a cold day. Overall, it was a good day.
We started out earlier than I usually wake up at Doctor’s Lake Automotive. If you’ve never
met these guys, you should keep them in mind if you need any type of repairs. Not only are
they friendly, good guys, they’re currently doing a complete restoration on two TR3s, and
an overhaul on a Spitfire racecar. All three cars belong to members of TCNF and the
workmanship is of high quality. There’s also the tub of a 240Z being restored and I found
that amazingly cool.
After a rousing and motivating speech by our fearless VP, (the subject matter of which has
been lost to the passage of time), we set out in a manner most similar to herding cats.
Truth be told, I had no idea where I was going. I barely had an inkling as to why I was going.
It was early, it was cold, my car top was down and the heat was mostly theoretical. Yet in
keeping with the finest applicable traditions, whatever they may have been, I soldiered on.
Upon arrival at the FIRM Raceway we were given a safety and driving briefing, after which
we were taken out on the track. Unbeknownst to me, the driving instructor had decided to
“ride along” with me to act as a pace car for the rest of the field.
I tried to point out that my car had developed an oil leak and I wasn’t sure he wanted it on
his racetrack. [Paul’s note – I was using the Healey’s oil trail to make sure I didn’t get lost!].
His response was, “It’s a Healey, they all have problems.” Party on Wayne.
The driving around the track was awesome. I have never done road racing before and this
was like getting personalized driving lessons from Jackie Stewart. He pointed out where to
put the car, how hard to turn, when and how to brake and where to up- and down shift.
When I was able to execute his instructions, the car responded smoothly and predictably,
taking turns much more easily than I thought. When I did not execute his instructions
properly, the car drove, well it drove like I was driving it. Smooth is fast. I was not fast. I
would say dramatic is a good word. You would be amazed at the amount of body lean a
Jensen can take before flipping over.
The whole experience had me seriously considering buying something (like a Spit or TR8),
putting a cage in it and thrashing it to death.
Part of the reason to own a British sports car is to drive it in a sporty fashion. This track day
event provided that opportunity and we need to thank Terry for his foresight and planning
in putting it together.
If we do it again, I will be there.
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Drive Your Triumph Day – February 10th

Drive your Triumph on February 10th to celebrate Sir John Black’s Birthday, the man who
organized Standard’s purchase of Triumph after the war and went on to make the cars we
enjoy driving today. Since the 10th is a Monday, TCNF will be participating in the event on
Sunday February 9th. Emails from our Events Coordinator will have all the details.
Nationally, this is a relatively new event. The concept is to take a scenic drive on a country
road or out to lunch, to the market, to work, or wherever. Go for a drive alone or in a big
group. Take your spouse, friend, child, grandchild or your dog; then take a photo. The photo
is mainly of the car and the owner if possible, ideally in front a cool spot, landmark, scenic
view or in your driveway. At least we don’t have snow to deal with like some Clubs do this
time of year.
Next step is to email a high-resolution photo to driveyourtriumphday@gmail.com , along
with some basic information: owner’s name, year and model of car, and place the photo
was taken (city, state, country). The photos will then be published in USA’s national
magazine: Vintage Triumph Registry and on the Drive Your Triumph Day website. You can
see pictures of previous years as well. Send your pictures to the TCNF Newsletter Editor
and we’ll include some in our next edition.

New Member Ken Moore - Renovation Story

I’ve just recently joined the club and have been living in Jacksonville for 33 years. I grew up
in Ohio but fell in love with Jacksonville 33 years ago when we moved south. I have always
been a car guy and I have never had a job other than in the auto repair industry. I starting
with mechanical, moved into collision body and paint, and finished my career managing
collision shops in the area. I always liked the Triumph sports cars and after restoring my
brother Tim’s TR250 it seemed only natural to do another.
So my brother and I have taken on a new project car to restore just for fun (hopefully the
value will be a little more than we will have put in it). It’s a 1968 TR 250. My brother has
made videos of the progress for his Triumph Club up in Ohio. They are in HD but you might
have to click on the "gear" in the lower left corner of the YouTube video if you are not
watching it full screen. Click here to watch the progress of this restoration that I posted on
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my Cobra club's web site. There are several pages in the thread with short 2-3 minute
videos and a few longer videos that document our progress.
The car is one of the last 100 built and has very nice outside sheet metal, hardly any dents
and no rust on the bolt on parts. I even think most of the tires were the original Red Line
Michelins. The car sat outside with a bad convertible top for a LONG time so the floor pans
and inner and outer rocker panels are gone. But I have new panels and this is the type of
work I did for a living pre-retirement.
The engine area is very honest as they say. It has original heater and radiator hoses and all
the clips and hardware is also as it came from the factory.

Rewind: Wiring Diagram, Anyone?
This article appeared once many years ago in a TCNF Newsletter. Lance Brazil, the author,
recently shared this with me and suggested running the article again as we have many new
members. Lance gave my dad one of these wiring diagrams at least 10 years ago. And yes it
is still in the ’59 3A’s boot and has come in handy within the past year. Lance suggests
laminating them to make them durable and survive all the greasy, oily fingerprints.
Many have consulted, and mumbled a few terse words, at a less than perfect wiring
diagram. Colors on the diagram being one source of frustration and another is guessing
whether the “B” means black or blue, and the list goes on. There are plenty of websites
that have correct and easy to use wiring diagrams. Lance downloaded one for his Spitfire
and had it laminated to keep the greasy smudges off the diagram. He also compiled a list of
websites with decent TR wiring diagrams. Lance’s main point is do not pay for a wiring
diagram. Click on your TR below, then click or scroll to your model and you’ll be all set!
Spitfire, GT6, Herald
TR250 and TR6
TR2-TR4A
TR8

Distracted Driving – ADAS Systems
You have probably heard lots about distracted driving over the last decade and you are just
about to skip this article. Don’t! Admittedly this is not necessarily Triumph related but it
applies to most drivers and will more and more as the next few years tick by. Research
conducted by Virginia Tech Transportation Institute and AAA looked at data from two
driving studies on how ADAS (advanced driver-assistance systems) affect driving habits,
specifically distractions. In case you don’t know what they are, ADAS are lane keep, lane
departure, adaptive cruise control and other similar features on newer cars that help keep
you safer while driving. I’m not going to tell you the results of the study in the newsletter,
click here to read the article to find out. The results might surprise you a bit. Thank you to
Steve Arrington for sending me the link.
Also while we are on the topic of distracted driving, here is a quick update for driving in the
Sunshine State. In mid-2019 the State of Florida changed the law around texting and phone
usage while driving. In part they made it a primary offense meaning you can be pulled over
for this offense alone. There was a grace period for enforcement and that’s over. As of
January 1, enforcement began. First offense is $30 – not too much of a deterrent. So
what’s the law…texting and driving is prohibited and hands-free is required through school
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and construction zones. It’s a good law in this editor’s opinion.
In New South Wales, Australia they just started using camera technology, fixed and
transportable, that employs AI to automatically review images to detect drivers with a
phone in their hand. If the AI deems it likely you have a phone in your hand, those photos
are reviewed by an authorized person. If you are caught, you are mailed a $344 ticket ($240
US) or $457 ticket in a school zone. Ouch! Click world-first trial program to read a bit more
about it if you are interested. Since it’s a world’s first, we’ll see if the program survives. My
brother and his family who live in Sydney visited us over the holidays and told me about the
program so I Googled it and got the details.

Regalia: Hats, Grill Badges and Shirts

$30




Men’s

Ladies

Hats are still being finalized but these will be very close to what is selected. We will choose two of the
three colors above.
Grill badges still available
Club shirts are Port Authority brand and a comfy dry fit (club logo on left breast not pictured).

Send email to thomas4511@comcast.net with any Regalia questions. We still have grill badges and patches!

Contact Us

Some Humor

President: Penny
Levy
Vice President: Terry
Sopher
Treasurer: Norm
Reimer
Secretary: Iris Lipsky
Newsletter: Paul
Thomas
Your stories, videos, articles and pictures are welcomed input for this newsletter. Thank you to all
newsletter contributors. Send email to thomas4511@comcast.net.
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